
Our company is looking to fill the role of compliance training. Please review the list
of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for compliance training

Set the programmatic vision for Corporate Risk and Compliance training and
define the strategy for regulatory affairs as it relates to training
Oversee the Corporate Risk & Compliance training program, including
ensuring effective collaboration amongst key stakeholders, leading change
management efforts, and setting the tone for the compliance training
program throughout the company
Assume responsibility for and approve the annual Corporate Risk and
Compliance training plan
Respond to regulatory or audit findings regarding Corporate Risk and
Compliance training and develop and implement action plans to correct
identified training deficiencies
Collaborative with the HR Learning Strategy team business partners to
optimize the training experience and training effectiveness from the
perspective of each employee group being trained
Leads the effort to maintain perpetual compliance with required standards for
Contracts COE and sets standards for continual review
Analyzes the financial and functional performance metrics for the Contracts
COE and provides reports to Contracts COE Leadership
Develop relevant and engaging training material in English and Mandarin
Develop instructor-led and self-study training materials as appropriate
Perform deep dives on CN seller accounts, producing documents for sharing
with senior management
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Minimum 5 years experience in researching, developing and writing training
with cross divisional impact within a large institution
Prioritizing and managing time, follow through with all assignments, multiple
tasks and varying priorities in order to meet deadlines and accomplish goals
Documentation experience (paper-based and electronic system)
Training system experience (paper-based and electronic system
Ability to work with large sets of data in order to provide Senior and
Executive management reporting on Compliance Training deployment and
completion status
Strong writing skills to design company-wide communication messages,
training instructions and other related content as needed


